[Involvement of dopamine in amplification of cortical signals activating NMDA-receptors in the striatum (hypothetic mechanism)].
Possible mechanisms of amplification/attenuation of cortical signals opening or not opening NMDA-channels in striatal spine cells while passing through basal ganglio-thalamocortical network and relegated to either "strong" or "weak" signals, are considered. In absence of dopamine, a relative increase in intensity of the "strong" or "weak" cortical signals should result in the LTP/LTD on both striatonigral and striatopallidal cells, the thalamic cells being affected in the opposite way. Activation of the dopamine receptors on the striatonigral (striatopallidal) cells prompts the LTP/LTD expression. Thereof, the "strong" cortical signals are synergistically amplified whereas the "weak" signals are synergistically attenuated at the thalamic output.